80                                            ATTRACTIONS.                                 [ART. 162
Green's equation for the term F' = l/r' takes the form
where the surface integrals are taken only over the surface S and the volume integrals throughout the space S, ignoring the sphere altogether.
Since VP is the potential at an internal point P of the whole mass and $pdvjrf the potential of the mass inside S, this equation becomes identical with (16) of Art. 154 when we change the sign of dn.
Let V be the potential of some attracting system, part of which may be inside S and part outside. Also let
give the surface density D at any point Q of a thin layer placed on S, where r'sPQ and F is the potential at Q of the whole mass. The equation (II.) then asserts that the potential, at a point P inside S, of that part of the attracting system which is also inside S, exceeds the potential of the stratum by the potential VP of the whole mass at P.
160.    We may notice that if V or V be the potential of a system of bodies of finite density, neither V nor its first differential coefficients are infinite at any point of the mass, see Art. 101.
If one term of V were m/r' we may regard the particle m as the limit of a small sphere of radius e and density pQ1 where $7r/>0e3=?7i. The integrations in (I.) can then be made throughout the space enclosed by S without reference to the sphere. The integral &ir$Vp'dv will supply an additional term equal to 4tirVPm. In this way we arrive at once at the final equation (II.).
161.    Multiple-valued functions.    It has been supposed in these theorems that the functions F, V have only one value at the same point of space.   If they are potentials of attracting masses, they are each of the form Sm/?- and can have only one value.   But if they are obtained as solutions of Laplace's equations, as in hydrodynamics, they may be many-valued functions.    Thus let a fluid be running round in a ring-like vessel.   If F be the velocity potential at any point P, we know by the principles of hydrodynamics that dVlds = u, where s is the arc described, and u is the velocity at P.    Since the velocity is always positive, the velocity potential F must always increase as P travels round the ring.    When P has made a complete turn, it comes to the point it started from, and F has a different value. If we put Laplace's equation into cylindrical coordinates (Art. 108), we easily see that F= tan"1?/ /# = </> satisfies the equation and represents such a motion.
162.    In order to apply Green's equation to a multiple-valued function by integrating throughout the space enclosed in a ring-shaped surface we must deprive the function of its multiple values by placing a barrier at any point and including this barrier as one of the boundaries.    In this way the point P is prevented from making a complete circuit and the function is reduced to a single-valued form.    It may be that the surface has several ring-like passages interlacing, and it may then be necessary to insert several barriers before the function is reduced to a single-valued form.
Taking the simpler case of a single ring-like surface, let us suppose that the potential F is always increased by the same quantity c when the point P starting from any position has made a complete circuit and has returned to the same position

